Bristol® Helicoid Gauges

Features

- Exclusive Cam & Roller Movement
- 3-1/2” through 8-1/2” sizes and 4-1/2” Process
- Stainless Steel, Aluminum & Polyester Cases
- Alloy Steel, 316 Stainless Steel, and Monel Bourdon Tube
- English, Metric, & Dual Scale Dials
- Related accessories such as snubbers, siphons, diaphragm seals
- 4-1/2” or 6” Indicating Pressure Switch

The Bristol® Helicoid Cam & Roller movement, from Emerson Process Management, has no gears or teeth to wear out. Worn teeth, spurs, or pinions associated with geared movements will quickly render your gauge useless after a very short cycle life. Our Cam & Roller movement has been used and tested for millions of cycles without failure. Gauge failure is downtime! Downtime is lost production. And lost production equals lost $$$$$$!